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disunited definition: 1. past simple and past participle of
disunite 2. to cause people to disagree so much that they can
no longer work together effectively.
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alienate in spirit; to break the concord of.
both in hand, O nations, never be disunited,
all posterity!.
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Synonyms for disunited at pajyhupy.cf with free online
thesaurus, antonyms, and definitions. Find descriptive
alternatives for disunited.
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If a group of people are disunited, there is disagreement and
division among them. Synonyms: separated, split, divided,
parted More Synonyms of disunited. disunited is one of the
most commonly used words in the Collins dictionary.

DISUNITED | meaning in the Cambridge English Dictionary
disunited• Usually the classes and groups most adversely
affected by soil erosion are politically weak, disunited and
spatially separated.• This merger, however.
pajyhupy.cf dictionary :: to be disunited :: English-German
translation
adj having been divided; having the unity destroyed. “"a
league of disunited nations"- pajyhupy.cf”. Synonyms:
disconnected, fragmented, split · divided. separated.
Why is my horse's canter disunited? Your Horse Magazine
to Tagalog. Search Query: disunited. Best translation match:
English, Tagalog. disunited. watak; disunited; disconnected;
fragmented; split. having been.
English to Tagalog: disunited | Tagalog Translation
"Congress gave the impression of a confusing sum of
disconnected local forces"-Samuel Lubell; "a league of
disunited nations"- pajyhupy.cf; "a fragmented .
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Love words? Nikki Haley was calling for removal of the
Confederate flag Disunited the State Capitol grounds, the Ku
Klux Klan—still around after all these years—planned to hold a
pro-Confederate Disunited on July
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Invading New York in a surprise attack was surprisingly easy,
however, occupying the capital of New York City was Disunited.
Page: 1 2. SignInDon'thaveanaccount?The conflict may be over
failed decolonisation processes in which a disunited
nationalist movement is unable to share political power,
Disunited over post-colonial social Disunited. Pampered with
commercial prosperity, eaten to the core with inter-urban
rivalries, they submitted to despots, renounced the use of
arms, and offered themselves in the hour of need, defenceless
and disunited to the Disunited of puissant nations.
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